No. GS/AIGETOA/72

Dated 19.09.2014

To
The General Secretary
SNEA (I)
Subject: Request to appeal all executives associations of BSNL to further intensify
the agitation program.
Reference: No. SNEA (I)/CHQ/CMD/ 2012-14/47 dated 25.08.2014
Dear Sir,
At the outset, on behalf of this association convey our thanks for raising the genuine
issues in respect of direct recruit’s executives and other executives in general.
I would like to convey that this association has already gone for long Protest/Agitation during
last one year on the issues raised by SNEA (I) vide notice under reference. However, this is a
hard truth that in the current scenario especially when the referendum process is on, taking
these issues to point of resolution is almost impossible without involving all the executive
associations. As the referendum process of executives association is in place, authority will not
be in position to award the credit to any particular association. Long pendency of the genuine
issues in respect of executives are not only affecting their benefits but also badly affecting their
moral and hence productivity of the company. I am also confident that all the executives
associations in BSNL are very keen towards resolution of the genuine issues and I am very much
sure that this is not only a political stunt to claim credit and attract the favor of the Direct
Recruits in forth coming referendum. It is needless to mention that the issues raised by SNEA (I)
vide above agitation notice is now in the list of main issues of every executives association in
BSNL hence there is no reason that other association will abstain from taking part in struggle
destined for resolution of the issues.
Further since the first phase of your agitation is already over and considering the above facts, I
humbly request you to go for a joint struggle appealing all the executives associations formally
under single umbrella of United Forum and go for a massive and intensified struggle with a firm
commitment that we will not relent till these issues are resolved in totality.
Therefore, if agreed to above, we can appeal formally to all the executives associations together
to further intensify the agitation program so that the issues pertaining to the executives of BSNL
can be resolved on merit and in a time bound manner.
Anticipating a positive response
.

Faithfully Your’s
S/d
[R. P. Shahu]
General Secretary

